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South Korea is an incredible country that
combines all the charm of a European capital
city but also the thrills and excitement of an
Asian city. Visitors are often able to enjoy the
country's culture which is both cosmopolitan
as well as conservative. In the capital city of
the country of Seoul, travellers can revel in
an ethereal nightlife as well as lively shopping
areas, as well as taking into Seoul's more than
1,100 Buddhist Temples and grave sites of
the past during their time in Seoul. A trip to
the cities sprawling around Seoul (the city
with the highest number of visitors) and
Busan - which have recently been named "
Best Travel Destinations in Asia" They are the
home of some fantastic parks, museums and
mountains.

Find your preferred spot in the county and
discover your own. After having read about the
south Korean trip's thrilling destinations You'll
be compelled to visit at least once.

Explore the culture and history in Seoul City
Tour. Seoul City Tour. Be captivated by the
places of the SEOUL/NAMI
GANGWONDO/ISLAND. Have fun in SEORAK
MT./JEJU ISLAND. Explore endless images of
the beautiful locations in JEJU Island and
JEJU/SEOUL.

Have a question about this deal? We’re here to help.

Call our friendly team on +91 76699 10920

https://namastekorea.com/contact-us/9176699%2010920
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Day 1 SEOUL CITY TOUR

Day 2 SEOUL/NAMI
ISLAND/GANGWON

The itinerary for the tour of Seoul, our next
stop is Gyeongbokgung Palace (built in 1395)
and Royal Guard Changing Ceremony. You
will explore places like Blue House
(headquarters of the late President Roh Moo-
hyun), Chonggyecheon Stream, Bukchon
Hanok Village and Insadong Arts & Crafts
Market. After that, you can dine at an Indian
restaurant before returning to the hotel for
an overnight stay

Discover Korea’s culture and heritage with a
6-day tour of South Korea’s capital city, 

Seoul. Experience Korean cuisine and culture
with daily visits to the Korean DMZ and Nami
Island. Visit the beautiful countryside of
Gangwon Province, including Surftown
Beach, and climb up Mt. Geumgang to view
breathtaking views of the sea. Return to
Seoul before exploring other parts of South
Korea including the World Heritage site of
Gyeongju Castle in North Gyeongsang
Province, Yeosu Beach in South Jeolla
Province, and Byeonsan Mountain Range in
North Chungcheong Province.
Namiseom or Nami Island is a half-moon-
shaped river island located in Chuncheon,
Gangwon Province, South Korea, formed as
the land around it was inundated by the
rising water of the North Han River as the 
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Day 3 SEORAK MT./JEJU ISLAND

Day 4 JEJU

Firstly, have breakfast; your day will start
from the places of SEORAK MT./JEJU
ISLAND. The tour includes places like
Seoraksan National Park and hiking. You will
take flight YANGYANG to JEJU after which
dinner at an Indian restaurant and return to
the hotel for an overnight stay
Jeju province encompasses the South Korean
island of Jeju in the Korea Strait. It's known
for its beach resorts and volcanic landscape
of craters and cavelike lava tubes. Hallasan
Mountain, a dormant volcano, features hiking
trails, a crater lake at the 1,950m summit and
nearby Gwaneumsa Temple. 

result of the construction of Cheongpyeong
Dam in 1944.

After breakfast, drive to the domestic airport
and take off for YEOSU/JEJU. Pass by ILCHUL
LAND, and after lunch stop over at
YONGDUAM to check out the town. Then
head over to SEONGSAN SUNRISE PEAK (1
hour), JEJU STONE PARK (30 minutes),
SEONG-EUP FOLK VILLAGE (1 hour 15
minutes), HYUPJAE & GUMNEUNG BEACH (50
minutes). Take dinner at an Indian restaurant
and return to the hotel for an overnight stay

Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak, which is 180m
above sea level, erupted underwater in the
ocean about 5,000 years ago. This makes it a
very rare case among the many craters in
Jeju Island.
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Though people used to farm in the crater, it is
now a natural habitat for 200 types of
vegetation such as silver grass and giant
angelica, among others, as well as a natural
habitat for a variety of wild animals.

After having a healthy breakfast, check out
from the hotel and get transferred to the
INCHEON AIRPORT for your return journey as
your Seoul trip comes to an end.
Your tour guide will be waiting at the airport
to say goodbye and give you a final farewell.

The tour plan includes a trip to YEOSU/JEJU
by air, which will take you to a village with
one of the largest dry mills in Korea. Then you
explore the HALLIM PARK, which is famous
both in Korea and other countries. From
there, take the whole day to shop at
HONGDAE STREET and MYEONGDONG
MARKET, as well as enjoy other shopping
districts.ng Mall. Take an overnight stay at
the hotel for this second day's itinerary of 

the tour package. Myeongdong Market is one
of South Korea's prime shopping districts –
you'll find department stores, shopping
malls, and independent shops, together with
a host of trendy restaurants and cafes.
Popular shopping malls in Myeongdong
Market include Lotte Department Store,
Lotte Young Plaza, and Noon Square
Shopping Mall.

Day 5 JEJU/SEOUL

DAY 6 DEPARTURE
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3 STAR HOTEL

ALL MEAL

TRANSPORT

AIRFARE

ENTRANCE FEE

ENG. SPEAKING GUIDE

Inclusions:
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